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ABSTRACT

MOBA is a popular genre that requires teamwork to achieve victory. A close and tight match is what make MOBA fun to play and increase its user satisfaction, but some factor may ruin the matchmaking and create unbalanced match between the two team. Those problems factors are high latency, players with bad attitude, and players doing unfamiliar role. We use DOTA 2 as our case study. Then we compare the DOTA 2 matchmaking system in other sector to make comparison. Lastly, we discuss about solution to solve MOBA matchmaking problem such as displaying live information about online players, players searching for games, servers online and ETA for gaming to start. In addition, we proposed new variable to be considered in the matchmaking system, which are Preferences Role, player’s chosen preferences role will be considered while the system set up the game to minimize the number of unbalanced games in MOBA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today’s games have much evolved from when it was 20-30 years ago when it was simple and mostly single player and games are more likely to be more fun when it’s played with other people, friends or even random stranger. At some point, people has started to play games competitively, especially for MOBA games (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) players such as DOTA 2, HON, LOL, HOTS, etc. [1]. Multiplayer Online Battle Arena is a sub-genre of strategy game. The game consists of two teams, each player controls a single character. The team required a good teamwork and strategy to defeat the opponent [22-24].

They are fun and happy when playing competitively in means of playing a tight match. But, playing against easy enemy or defeated one-sidedly might feel less enjoyable or even gives them unpleasant experiences in that game [2, 18]. It means that the matchmaking is not fair. Matchmaking is a process to air 2 person or more people, in this case of game, 10 people for two teams. Having too many these unfair matchmakings might make them stop playing the game completely [25-27]. For players enjoyment stems from crushing another team the sense of victory getting success and winning is king. Players also described the frustration they feel when they lose “it’s frustrating when you’re getting beaten and there’s no way can you win” and “the frustration comes from losing” [3]. In other words, the aspects of information quality, system quality, and service quality or in this case the matchmaking system, will affect user satisfaction of the
system [4]. Low user satisfaction might make customer move to other games, which leads to company’s revenue lost [5].

Improving matchmaking is the key component for MOBA games to make a better-balanced game. It is important for a competitive games developer to properly set up a fair matchmaking between players and ensure player’s satisfaction at optimal level [19-21]. In order, to achieve those result we should get more player’s information and choose which information may be related to their skill and how they contribute to the team and taking it into account for better and fair matchmaking system to get better result at matchmaking.

2. PREVIOUS RELATED WORKS

Katya Sycara have defined Language Advertisement and Request for Knowledge Sharing (LARKS) for agent advertisement and requests and a matchmaking process that using LARKS. LARKS matchmaking process performs both syntactic and semantic matching and using concept language, Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITL), to allow the specification of concepts. LARKS matchmaking using five filters, which are context matching, profile comparison, similarity matching, signature matching and constraint matching. Filter selection depends on the user. Using different combination of filter could be resulting in different result [6].

Meanwhile, Jimenez and his team studying about what is the role of gameplay experience and case-based recommendation within the matchmaking in non-solo game. The paper discussing about different approaches such as skill based and role based matchmaking. The previous one generating recommendations using player skill rating while the newer one using role configuration to make matchmaking is more interesting [7].

Furthermore, Justin Manweiler and team said that matchmaking mobile system is challenging, because high variable performance of cellular networks and the scalability needs. The team have built a service for matchmaking in mobile game so that the game could be satisfying for player. Before that, they need to solve two problems. First, the service needs to know the latency of the cellular network between players. Next, it needs to group players as fast as possible into viable game. Within the paper, the team experiments on predicting latency of the cellular network and resulting a better player grouping [8].

Moreover, Matchmaking Game Players on Public Transport is an extension from the previous paper, called GameOn written by Nairan Zhang. It presented about a system that allowed public transport user to play multiplayer game with other public transport user while on the same transportation. The system has a problem with connection. The previous work is focusing on the reliability of the network, while this one, the team answered how to find a better setup for reliability user layer connection (maximizing group coherence degree) [9].

Furthermore, Maxime Véron said that designing and implementing a quality matchmaking service for online multiplayer game requires advanced knowledge of player’s behavior. Gathering data for analyze is quite challenging since game server are protected to prevent cheating Maxime and team, gather public data. They present online database that available free, and make analysis and conclusion for the matchmaking service in the paper [10]. Meanwhile Quan Li said that to make a successful Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA), the ratio of snowballing and comeback that occurred to all matches must be main maintained at some level to be considered as fair game. It is easy to identify those occurrences, but from the perspective from the game developers is difficult. It could have happened because from the data of MOBA games usually is dynamic, so that it has a various result. However, Quan Li’s system could identify player’s strategy and performance then suggest patterns [11].

Lastly, Christoph Eggert discusses paper about classification of player role in DOTA 2. PC games now considered as one of the big business, which also stated that there is a big growth of interest people for competitive gaming, called as electronic sports. One of which is MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) games are one of the well-known game type. To run this team-based strategies, the player needs to take very specific role in a team. The paper examining how the supervising machine to classifying player behavior with detail but not well-defined roles in the team of DOTA 2. They provide a detailed discussion for creating complex attributes from low-level data extracted from previous files. Using attribute evaluation technique, they would able to make large set of candidate attributes into a number that manageable. Based from it, they differ then make discussion about performance of a variety of supervised classification algorithms. The result with 708 labeled players of data set see logistic regression as the most reliable and best performing classifier [12].
3. **RANKING, LANGUAGE PREFERENCE, AND REGION AS INFLUENCER FACTOR THE MATCHMAKING PROCESS**

Matchmaking process in game is influenced with 3 factors. Therefore, they are ranking, language preference and region. Ranking is applied to group the player based on their game’s skill, language preference is used for better communication strategy among players, and region is used for better internet connection purpose.

Firstly, most online game matchmaking system used ranking as the main information for matchmaking purpose, which is known as ELO Rating System. ELO Rating System is a method for calculating skill for calculating skill into numerical rating for player versus player game [13]. Elo System named after its founder, Arpad Elo. This simple system can be applied to many games. Rating system will select players of similar rank from queueing pool and set up a game for them.

Secondly, the other factor considered for matchmaking is the language preferences for game that require teamwork for ensuring that language barrier between players won’t disrupt players to work as a team.

Thirdly, location of the players considered as huge impact, because if the location between players are too vast, then there will be delays in relaying the data from the server to clients and created high latency, which will reduce one’s performance. It could have happened because of the lag, so system will automatically set player to the nearest server available although you can also force yourself to play in far server in your own risk.

4. **GAME DOTA 2 MATCHMAKING WORKS**

Defense of the Ancient 2 (DOTA 2) is a popular game from the Mobile Battle Arena Multiplayer (MOBA) genre, MOBA is a genre of a game where a player control one unit from one of the 2 team in an Action Real-Time Strategy (ARTS) game. In DOTA 2, the players will be playing, as one of the 5 heroes from each team, there will be 2 team fighting each other called The Radiant and The Dire as default. Victory in this game achieved by destroying opposing team’s Ancient, a building located at each team's base. However, to achieve that, it is required from the player to be able to perform teamwork and good individual play to defeat or at least stall enemy’s Defending heroes, creep and defensive structure such as tower first before they can destroy opposing team’s Ancient [14].

DOTA 2 uses Matchmaking Rank (MMR) systems, it is a numerical rating system as the indicator of one’s skill, where the better the player, the more MMR they will have. A fair match in DOTA 2 is created by matchmaking system with considering the 7 criteria of a balanced game stated by Valve. The Valve is a company behind DOTA 2, which has stated that there are 7 criteria for matchmaking in DOTA 2 and they are [15]:

1. The average MMR of each team should be equal or at least similar with the other team.
   - The skill difference between two rival teams must be minimized and be taken as the most priority. They achieved it by setting up a game where the average Matchmaking Rank (MMR) between both team is equal or at least has minimum difference.

2. The MMR differences of the most skilled and the least skilled individual player should be minimized.
   - The skill difference between the best and the worst player in a game must be reduced (example: player with 9000 MMR should not be able to play with 3000 MMR players even though the average MMR between the two team is equal. Since the MMR differences is too vast).

3. The MMR of the most skilled player in one team should be equal or at least like in the opposing team.
   - The MMR rating of the most skilled player in one team should be equal or like the MMR rating of the most skilled player in the opposing team. For example, the Highest MMR of one player in one team is 6000 then the highest MMR of one player in the other team should be equal or like 6000

4. The average experiences of one team should be equal or at least similar with another team.
   - The differences between experience (measured by the number of games played) between the least experienced player and the most experienced player is minimized, it means the level of players in the match shouldn’t differ too much.

5. Each team should contain the same number of parties.
   - For example, the matchmaking system will try to avoid setting up a game of party of 5 against 5 individual players since 5 party players could be friend that are used to play together and thus have better teamwork compared to 5 random strangers put up in the same team together.

6. Players in the same team should have similar language understanding.
   - Players should be able to communicate within the team using the most common language that most people are capable of so the team can work together, people can pick their language preferences before finding a match.

7. Wait times should not be too long.
In case of player unavailability, the matchmaking system will be forced to set up a game by lowering their criteria to reduce the finding match waiting time, they will compensate for it by giving superior team less MMR when they win and will lost more MMR they lose, works vice-versa to the inferior team.

Moreover, DOTA 2 game has 3 types of game and they are:

1. Normal Game
   Normal game does not have numerical MMR so Normal game are less competitive compared to the ranked match, solo game also has a rating although it’s hidden, you can only see your skill from Dotabuff.com, a statistical website for DOTA 2 game. Normal match’s rating system doesn’t use number, instead they group up people in 3 category which are Normal Skill, High Skills, and Very High Skill, players does not gain/loss MMR from this kind of match.

2. Ranked Game
   Ranked game is a type of match where players play competitively, the entire 7 rules apply strictly for this type of match. In ranked game, it is required for players to play as good as, what their MMR indicated their skills level to keep the balance between the team and ensure player’s user satisfaction. Ranked MMR for Solo and Party is separated.

3. Arcade Games
   Arcade games is a category for mini-games within DOTA 2 game, where you can make a map of your own and can play map made by the community too. The matchmaking criteria does not apply here because this mode is purely for fun only.

5. RATING SYSTEM IN DOTA 2 GAME
   Rating system is the way to determine a player’s skill in a multiplayer game. DOTA 2 game is using the traditional ELO Rating system. ELO rating system is a rating system where you gain point when win and lost point when you lose. This rating system’s reliability and adaptability has been proved to be useful for other games, because with little modification this rating system is able to adapt to most games.

   MMR gain in DOTA 2 game has MMR score between 1 and 49, and the battle between 2 teams have equality MMR gain or loss, where the winning will get the equal plus MMR score whilst the loose team will get equal minus MMR score. Figure 1 shows the example of battle between The Radiant and The Dire teams, where the winner was the Radiant team. The member of The Radiant team got 25 MMR score, whilst member of The Dire team was minus with 25 MMR score.

   Although sometimes the system is forced to set up a game where both team are not exactly balanced to reduce the queue time, at this kind of match the system will make up for this by giving more MMR point to inferior team if they win and harsher MMR point loss for the superior team if they lose [15]. The system will also reduce the MMR point loss when the inferior team lose and give a reduced MMR gain to the superior team. Zenotha did the analysis and found out that DOTA 2 basically take a wager total of 50 MMR from both team. The MMR gain is determined by k-rating used in a game which is 50 (so in a balanced game, the stake is 25, or 50% of the k-rating). Reversing the way, the formula is written gives us this equation [16]:

   \[
   \text{MMR Difference} = 400 \log_{10} \left( \frac{50}{\text{Gain}} - 1 \right) \quad (1)
   \]

   Where:
   - MMR Difference = the average differences between two rival teams
   - The MMR Difference will be round down if difference < 0, whilst round up if difference > 0.
   - Gain = MMR gain or lost after finish the battle game

   From this equation, we could presume that the superior team will wager more MMR score than the inferior team. The winning chance of a team is calculated by this equation [17]:

   \[
   \text{Win chance} = \text{Mg} \times 2 \quad (2)
   \]

   Where:
   - Mg = MMR gain.
   - Win chance = Possibility of winning the game.
   - If Mg < 25 the win chance belongs to inferior team
   - If Mg > 25 the win chance belongs to superior team
   - If mg = 25 both team has equal chance to win (50 : 50)

   To calculate the opposing team's winning chance simply use
   Team A = 100% - Team B Winning Chance
Although in this case DOTA 2 games does not reveal the possibility to win or how the calculate the win chance of a team because that would discourage player before they play. The only possible thing to do is to calculate the possibility after the game has ended and DOTA 2 games shows how many MMR you gain/loss, only after that you will be able to calculate the win possibility. Figure 2 as the example of unbalanced match and based on the calculation in equation (2), where Win chance = 36 * 2 = 72 and then there are 72% Win chance of the superior team to win the game, whilst 28% Win chance for inferior team.

6. MATCHMAKING PROBLEM

Based on what have been discussed in previous section, which influence the matchmaking process, but there is still unfair matchmaking process such as unbalanced player skill. Next, the indications as unbalanced game and they are:

1. Short match duration game, where the common game has approximately 30 to 40 minutes game playing time. Figure 3 shows the example from game DOTA 2, where game between Evil Geniuses and Team Liquid, which was ended in 17.14 minutes and recognized as short match duration game.

2. Unbalanced opponent, where the matchmaking process setup the game with much different team’s skills. For example, Figure 4 shows unbalanced match with the chart as an example in game DOTA 2 where team Liquid much stronger than team Evil Geniuses, where team Evil Geniuses never win from team Liquid. Meanwhile, Figure 5 shows the balance match with the chart as an example in game DOTA 2 where both teams had a chance to beat others. The chart is created in x and y values, where x value is a time to play and y value is number of Gold and XP.

3. Too many differences in killing score between the two teams, where Figure 3 shows the example from DOTA 2 game where team Evil Geniuses and Liquid have killing score 1 and 24 respectively, where 1 and 24 have too many gaps killing score.
In this paper, we are interest to discuss matchmaking problems, which are not part of internal game problems and specific to discuss as external matchmaking problem. External matchmaking problem is a
problem, which influence the player score performance from the outsider perspective game as a system. There are four external matchmaking problems, which affected to most matchmaking system:

1. **Lack of quantity players online number**
   At certain time, there is possibility that not enough players with similar skills are in the queueing pool, especially for higher rank player since they are few in number. There has been a case in DOTA 2, where high ranked player waited for more than 2 hours for the system to set up a game, but nothing happens. This is because all the other higher-rank players are involving in international tournament for players from all around the world, where they play in different regions. In this case DOTA 2 game will set him up with player with lower rank and arrange the players so the average MMR of both team will be equal or at least similar.

2. **Players with bad attitude**
   One of factor that an unfair match happening, a player with bad attitude will play poorly to lose purposely, which will damage the user satisfaction for other player especially for their teammates that will be at disadvantage because of this. The reason players doing this are various, for example someone throwing the game on purpose, because he/she does not get his/her favorite role. Throwing a game is a term in the MOBA community for playing badly to lose on purpose.

3. **High Latency**
   High latency also could come from the external factor. The high usage of the same network will have ended up stressing up the network which resulting in high ping or high latency. This will delay the action inputted by player thus affecting their gameplay.

4. **Doing unfamiliar role**
   There are multiple roles in DOTA 2 games which each role has it’s own style and mindset to master it. It is hard to master all roles in DOTA 2 since every role has distinct features and characteristic that player needed to adapt to fully utilize the role. Most of player in DOTA 2 game prefer to play in the roles that they excel in or familiar with, rather than the roles that they are not good at and it is causing problem. Playing a game with unfamiliar role, will reduce player’s performance and will increase the chance of losing MMR point.

7. **MATCHMAKING IN OTHER SECTOR**
   Matchmaking is not only available in the gaming sector but also in another sector. For example, dating or chatting site like Omegle or Tinder, both simply pairs up two random strangers together to chat with each other, but today’s tinder has added tags features so people can choose what they want to talk about so the 2 strangers will have the same interest or hobbies.

   Figure 6 shows Omegle application where it is a random chatting website that could adds up topic or interest of a chat. In this case, figure 6 shows that this person who uses the Omegle wanted to talk about chocolates, shopping, watching tv, and cricket so the system would match him/her with the person who has the same interest or hobbies.

   ![Figure 6. Chat by Preferences in Omegle (omegle.com)](image)

   While Omegle using variable such as location and interest, Tinder mobile application as shown in Figure 7 adds up gender, hobby as the variable. So, the system will suggest opposite gender, connect hobbies. Tinder is similar with Omegle, but it is an mobile application based chat.
Moreover, Tinder is an app that paired up people from nearby location. Tinder does not have any preferences or special matchmaking method. It just simply displays people nearby the user and if user liked someone and the other person liked the user back, as in Figure 7, they can chat to know each other more. The differences from both system is that game matchmaking system is used to make a fair match while dating/chatting matchmaking system is simply used to pair people with each other solely by preferences, while games matchmaking will require a lot of calculation and equation in other to bring the most balanced match possible. Chatting/dating matchmaking only require personal preferences of both people aligned with each other so they have the same topic interest to talk about. Therefore, we could implement similar preferences system from tinder and Omegle to DOTA 2 game but it should work the other way around by separating the player with the same preference. To avoid people with the same role specialization ended up in the same team.

8. MATCHMAKING DISCUSSION

After considering the information from previous sections, we have discussed that the problem we identified from section 5 can be minimized by using our suggestion, which are:

1. Lack of players online

   Deficiency in player with similar rank is a complex problem. Both writers already discuss and the best way to solve it only with display warning for lacking player, also while waiting for ranking game, system will display players online, player who searching game, and server online. By having those three information, system will calculate Estimate Time Arrival (ETA) as shown in figure 8, particularly for information Expected Wait Time. This system already applied in Counter Strike: Global Offensive game. This is important because player prefers to easily get fast and accurate information [18] so player will get won’t waste their time waiting in case the system require long time for arranging a match.

   Figure 8. The Example of Information Display to the Player While Waiting to Join the Game it shows the Finding Game Estimation Wait Time, Current Number of Online Player, Number of Players Searching a Match, and Number of Server Available

2. Player with bad attitude

   Most MOBA games already provide report system to report this kind of player, player can report other player for being a bad attitude player and later will be assessed by the MOBA team to find out if the
report were true or not by checking the recorded match. Here is the example of DOTA 2 game report categories:

1. Flaming
   Using chat abusively to disrespect another player, for example by blaming them or insulting them.

2. Intentional ability abuse
   Intentional ability abuse which for people who use their hero ability for trolling (for example: teleporting your teammate to the middle of the enemy team to purposely to kill your own teammate).

3. Intentional feeding
   Intentional feeding for people who intentionally let the enemy team kill themselves so the enemy get gold and experience lead, this will break the game balance and reduce user satisfaction.

   DOTA 2 game punishment for flaming is usually the playing will be banned from chatting for 24 hours or more, while if someone fall to one of two other 2 criterias the players will be punished by playing Low Priority Match where the queue time is long and the players in that match is usually full of player with bad attitude.

3. High Latency
   Gaming while having high ping will affect player’s performance. So, we propose to spread even more server across the world to reduce the high latency in-game, especially at the most populated region such as Southeast Asia server and peak hours of MOBA for example on Saturday night or when the MOBA games held an event where server tend to be overloaded with players. But it is also possible that high latency is caused by player’s own poor network connection, in this case we proposed to give them warning to let them know that their connection is unstable when they try to find a match so the player could check or fix their connection first before they play.

4. Doing unfamiliar role
   Frequently, the matchmaking system matched up people that specializes in the same role. While picking role, teammates ended up into picking the same role, which resulting team having deficiency in another role. Therefore, we proposed to use the preferences system as they have in Tinder or Omegle, except in Omegle they set up the people with the same preferences, games matchmaking should to the opposite. We should not let too many people with the same Role preferences in the same team so the team will not lack with player that specialize in other role and remain balanced. We will create a preferences system which players are able to choose more than one of these roles.

   Having different role in MOBA games is a big disadvantage as in not having strategic positioning for competition in business organization. The information system itself should be providing a good information as the key for winning the competition [19]. So, Information System for business have challenge for making profit, while game information system should make not only profit, but also fun and entertained for the user [20].

9. CONCLUSION
   Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) is a subgenre of real time strategy, this sub-genre allows you to play as one member of the team and require complex teamwork to achieve victory. A fair and tight match is the key for user satisfaction in MOBA. Better Matchmaking system is the only ensure the match are fair and balanced, but there is some problem such as lack of players online, players with bad attitude, high latency, and too much people who specialize the same role in the same team.

   Both writers already discussed about this research and we conclude that reducing unfair match is possible. Although it’s hard due to completely exterminate unfair match because of unexpected factor such as: lack of player online, players with bad attitude, high latency and having people play unfamiliar role.

   To solve the first problem, we proposed to implement an Estimation display that shows the info about the Number of player online, number of player searching a match, number of server available and estimation waiting time. As for the second problem, we urge to improve the report system and give harsher punishment for player with bad attitude to reduce the number of player with bad attitude.

   Thirdly we propose to increase the number of server especially in the place with most player like Southeast Asia server that usually overloaded during Saturday night or event. A warning system to warn the players in case it’s their own poor network that is at fault is also important so the user can fix their network before playing. Lastly, we propose to implement a new preferences system that allows player to choose their preferable role before finding a match and preventing too much people with the same role ended up in the same team and forced them to pick other role.
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